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What are disputes at Klarna
A dispute occurs when customers challenge their liability to pay for an order or part
of an order. E.g. They have already returned an order or never received an item.
When a customer reports a dispute to Klarna, our first recommendation is to always
contact and try to solve the issue directly with you, the merchant.

How should I handle customer disputes
It is important to process & solve all disputes & returns in a timely manner. If this
does not happen, our Klarna agents will have to look into these cases and contact
you, the merchant, directly to solve the disputes. This creates a lot of extra manual
work on Klarnas as well as on your side.
a. Returns
A consumer returned (parts of) an order. The merchant is obliged to register
the return in Klarna’s systems and update the consumer's purchase as soon
as possible. This should be done by refunding the returned items in the
Orders App of the Merchant Portal or Orders API. If you do not accept the
returned item, it is important to clearly communicate this to the consumer, to
avoid them initiating a Klarna dispute later on.
b. Goods not received
In order to prevent a ‘Goods not received’ dispute in the first place, it is
important to only capture orders upon the shipment leaving your warehouse.
However, if you captured the order and realise later on that you are not yet
able to send the goods, you can snooze the order to add some extra days.
This has to be done in the Orders App or via Orders API. If a customer opens
a dispute with the reason ‘Goods not received’ we advise him/her to get in

touch with you. It is your duty to solve the dispute with the customer directly.
Therefore you should give the customer an update regarding the actual send
out date. Further, if the delivery is heavily delayed or delayed until further
notice, you should snooze the order. If the order cannot be sent at all, you
have to refund the items.
c. Faulty or incorrect goods
A customer informs you that he/she received a faulty or incorrect good. It is
your duty to resolve the dispute with the customer directly. If you agree to
resend the good, please do this as soon as possible and provide the
customer with a tracking ID. If you resend the good, we recommend you to
snooze the order to add some extra days for the customer to pay the invoice.
If you agree to give the customer a discount for keeping the good or to refund
him/her completely please update the order. You can do this by refunding the
concerned items.
d. Already paid
When a customer opens an ‘Already paid’ dispute, he most likely has already
paid to the merchant directly and not to Klarna. Therefore, in order to
prevent this type of dispute, please do not add your own bank account
information in your sendouts, such as the order confirmation. However, if a
customer informs us that he/she already paid directly to the merchant, it is
your duty to solve the case with the customer. Ask the customer to provide
you with the necessary information to be able to find the payment in your
systems. If you are able to track the payment in your systems, please update
the order in the Klarna environment.
e. Incorrect invoice
If a customer receives an incorrect invoice, e.g. a discount is missing, you
have to update the invoice of the order by applying the discount/ updating
the order amount. If the invoice is correct despite the claim of the consumer,
it is important to communicate clearly why the invoice is correct. This avoids
disputes through Klarna later on.
f. Unauthorized purchases
A customer informs us that he/she has never made the purchase himself/
herself. Thus, someone else mis-used their payment credentials. Those
disputes are very delicate and time sensitive. Theresore, we will almost

immediately send a dispute request towards you, in order to help us solve
this unauthorized purchase dispute for our common customer. Note:
Unauthorized purchases are currently 100% handled via email
communication.

Merchant Disputes App
In case disputes cannot be solved directly between you and our joint customers, we
can step in to support you. In order to help solve the case we will request
information from both parties, the customer & you, the merchant. If you handle
disputes in Merchant Portal, you have to reply to all requests directly in the Disputes
App. To make sure you never miss a deadline, the disputes in the Disputes App
homepage are always ranked to display the requests with the closest deadline on
top of the list. Further, we display the status of each dispute (unresolved, replied,
deadline expired & closed), which helps you to easily identify which dispute
requests need your attention. On the disputes detailpage, you can find the ‘Klarna
Reference’ which links you directly to the order the specific dispute is related to. In
order to submit a dispute response you have to fill out all mandatory requirements.
Note, if you use the Disputes App, you will not receive an email for each dispute
request but only grouped reminder emails in case you have some unresolved
disputes with a deadline < 3 days.

a. Sign up
For psp & native partner merchants
If you are connected to Klarna via a native partner or psp partner, you cannot
sign up to the Disputes App yourself. However, we can manually onboard you
to the app. Therefore you need to fulfil the following requirements:
● You need a written approval from your PSP partner, that you are
allowed to handle your disputes yourself via the App
● You need an individual Merchant Portal account that only contains
your merchant:IDs
● You need to have at least one active user in that account
Further, we need the following information to onboard you:
● Merchant:ID
● Store name
● Contact language -> english or local

● Email contact address
● Merchant Portal account user to add to the Disputes App
For merchants directly connected to Klarna
If you are a merchant that has a direct contract with Klarna/ you have
administrator rights in your Merchant Portal account, you can sign up to the
Disputes App yourself. In order to sign up you only have to click on the
Disputes App on the Merchant Portal homepage which will redirect you to a
signup form.

When signing up to the Disputes App, please be aware that:
● Only administrators of the Merchant Portal account will be able to sign
up. However, after they signed up to the app, they can add further
users by enabling them in the Users App.
● For merchants that have only one MID connected to their account, we
will display the contact email address on the Disputes App signup form
that you provided to Klarna during the Merchant Portal onboarding. For
merchants with multiple MIDs connected to their account, the contact
emails will not be displayed during sign up but can be checked
afterwards on the Disputes Settings page.
● As a contact language you can either choose between ‘english’,
‘french’ or ‘local’. ‘Local’ means that you get contacted in the language
of the order country of the dispute. Thus, if a customer ordered from
Germany we will contact you in German, if another customer ordered
from Sweden, we will contact you in Swedish.
● If you see a yellow info-box on the signup form, this means that you
have multiple merchant:IDs connected to your Merchant Portal
account. Once you sign up to the Disputes App, all connected
merchant:IDs will be connected up to the app (an individual
merchant:ID signup is not possible & not intended). However, after you
signed up, you can go into the disputes settings and adjust the contact
email address and contact language for each merchant:ID individually.
● Read through the terms & conditions before agreeing to them.

Important:
● Once you signed to the Disputes App/ have been onboarded by us, all
disputes that escalate in our systems after that will be connected to
the new communication system. Therefore, for those disputes you will

no longer receive any individual dispute request via email. However,
you will receive a grouped reminder email if you have at least one
dispute with deadline <72h.
● But, all disputes that escalated in our systems before you signed up to
the app are still connected to the email communication. Thus, those
disputes have to be replied to (finished via) email communication.
Those dispute requests cannot be transferred to and therefore will not
be visible in the Disputes App.

b. Manage Settings
As an administrator of the Merchant Portal account you will be able to see
the settings page in the Navigation bar on the left side. When clicking on the
‘Email Settings’ you will be directed to the Disputes Settings page.

On the Disputes Settings page you have an overview of all merchant:IDs
(stores) that are connected to the Disputes App as well as the dispute
contact information for each merchant:ID. By clicking on the ‘edit’ button you
are able to adjust the contact information at any point of time for each
merchant:ID.

c. Disputes App homepage
On the Disputes App homepage you are presented with a clear overview of all
your dispute requests. The dispute requests are sorted by deadline.
Therefore, the disputes with the closed deadline will by default always
appear on top of the list.

To narrow down you search you have the following options:
● Use the search field to search for a specific Dispute ID or Order
number (merchant reference 1)
● Filter by merchant:ID/store name if you have multiple merchant:IDs
connected to your Disputes App
● Filter by Dispute Reason, if you for example only want to focus on
responding to ‘return’ disputes
● Filter by Deadline, if you only want to look at dispute requests within
specific deadline time frame

● Filter by Status, if you for example only want to see ‘closed’ dispute
requests

Dispute Statuses
Each dispute is attached to one out of four statuses. Each status represents
a different part of the dispute life cycle. Further, each dispute can receive
multiple requests and thus the dispute can move backwards in status.
However, a dispute will always just have one unresolved request towards the
merchant at a time. A second (or 3rd +) request will only be sent after the
merchant responded.
●

Unresolved: If we need your input in order to solve a dispute, we will
send a dispute request towards you. Once the dispute request is sent,
it will appear in the Disputes App with the status ‘unresolved’. Every
dispute that has a dispute request that was not yet answered by you,
will be represented with that status. ‘Unresolved’ is the only status that
requires you to perform an action (in form of a response). Further each
‘unresolved’ dispute has a deadline until when you have to respond to
the request.

●

Replied: Once you responded to the dispute request, the status of the
dispute will change to ‘replied’. At this point, there is no further action
needed. Be aware, after you send your initial response, you only have
60 more minutes to submit a second response in form of a comment
and/or attachment. Afterwards, the dispute will be picked up by one of
our agents. If the agent decides that further information is needed in
order to resolve the case, he/she will send another request for the
same dispute. In that case, the dispute will be moved back to the

status ‘unresolved’ with a new deadline, waiting for you to respond to
the new request.
● Deadline expired: If you did not reply to the dispute request before the
deadline expired, the dispute will move to the status ‘deadline expired’.
At this point you can no longer respond to the request. An agent will
pick up the dispute and close the case with the activation of a
chargeback towards you (unless your contract holds a different
agreement).
● Resolved: The dispute decision was made and the case got closed by
our Klarna agents. If the dispute was solved in favor of the merchant,
the status ‘resolved’ will appear. This means that the merchant won the
dispute and the invoice towards the user gets reactivated. Once a
dispute is ‘closed’ it will remain visible in the API for 30 days. After
those 30 days, we will remove the case due to GDPR.
● Chargeback: The dispute decision was made and the case got closed
by our Klarna agents. If the dispute was solved in favor of the user, the
status ‘chargeback’ will appear. This means that our Klarna agents
activate a merchant chargeback. Once a dispute is ‘closed’ it will
remain visible in the API for 30 days. After those 30 days, we will
remove the case due to GDPR.

d. ‘Expires Soon’ Page
The ‘Expires soon’ page provides you with an overview of all dispute requests
that have a deadline < 72h. This way we want to ensure that merchants do not
miss the dispute request deadlines which would resolve into a merchant
chargeback.

e. Disputes Detail Page
In order to respond to a dispute request you have to click on a Disputes ID on
the Disputes App homepage. By doing so you will be directed to the Disputes
detailpage. On the detailpage we display:
● Customer Information (name and email address) which should make it
easier for you to identify if you have already been in contact with that
user regarding this specific dispute
● By clicking on the Klarna Reference a new window will open that
displays the order page to which this specific dispute belongs to

Respond to a dispute
The following information is displayed to /required from you for each request
in order to solve the dispute.
●

Deadline: Always displayed for unresolved dispute requests

●

Requirements: Requirements are mandatory to fill out in order to
submit a response. However, which of the pre-defined information will
be required depends on the dispute and which information was
already provided by the consumer. The amount of required input fields
can vary from 0 to 5. Requirements that can be requested:

Requirement

Description

Received_payment

Predefined answers:
● yes_will_make_changes_to_order
● yes_refunded_consumer
● not_received_payment

return_info

Predefined answers:
● yes_will_make_changes_to_order
● yes_but_not_accepted
● return_not_received

shipping_carrier

Free text field

shipping_date

Format: dd/mm/jjjj

tracking_id

Free text field

●

Comment: An agent will add a comment, if he/she wants to request
further/ not predefined information or wants to provide you with
already gathered input. Thus, a comment will not appear for every
dispute request. On the other hand, you can add a comment in the
response section to respond to requests that have not been covered in
the requirements.

●

Attachment: An attachment (if provided to the agent by the consumer)
can be displayed by the agent to provide further information to you.
Further, when responding to a request you can always add multiple
attachments (max. 7,3 MB per attachment).

Dispute was closed
Once a dispute is closed a ‘closing section’ appears on top of the detail page.
This section displays the closing date & time, the closing status (resolved or
chargeback) and the closing reason (e.g. merchant informed about invalid
return).

f. What comes next
We constantly aim on improving your dispute experience and especially your
experience in the Merchant Disputes App. Thus, we already defined some
valuable features that we will introduce to the Disputes App in the coming
months. Here is an outlook on the bigger/ more impactful implementations:
● Unauthorized purchases: As unauthorized purchases are more time
sensitive and complex, those requests so far have always been
handled via email communication. However, we are aware that for
merchants being able to handle all their disputes in one place is highly
valuable. Therefore, in the beginning of 2021 we will add this dispute
reason to be handled via Disputes App as well.
● Add further requirements: We aim to optimise the communication
between agents and merchants by reducing the potential risk of
merchants forgetting to add relevant attachments or comments that
are needed to solve a dispute. Further, we want to ensure that our
agents focus on only requesting dispute relevant information (e.g.
avoid long ‘email-like’ comments). Therefore, we will implement further
requirements, e.g. request the proof of delivery as a mandatory field if
this information is needed to solve a dispute.

